[Tissue glue in endoscopic surgery].
Tissue-glue stands out by virtue of its ability to ensure non-traumatic tissue apposition and hemostasis, leading to a reduction in operative time. This explains the use of this technique in a wide range of indications in gynecological endoscopy. These include ovarian reconstruction after the extraction of cysts, tubal anastomoses and even closure of iatrogenic perforations of the uterus. In these indications, the application of tissue-glue can be considered as the method of choice because of its excellent long term results. In contrast, its effect in the sealing of peritoneal or serosal defects with the aim of avoiding adhesions has not yet been clearly demonstrated. Analysis of a sufficient number of cases with long follow-up is essential before any final assessment can be made. Among 75 instances of endoscopic use of tissue-glue up to now, we have never encountered any post-operative complications, nor during subsequent follow-up. In addition to its ability to stimulate tissue healing, tissue-glue offers a simple and non-traumatic alternative to the lengthy technique of endoscopic sutures, with a hemostatic action in parallel.